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A Bespoke Fulcrum circular reception

E

in Beech veneer.

B Fulcrum reception in caramel bamboo,

with HB3 seating. The pedestal unit at the
right hand side provides a convenient deskheight surface for delivery of parcels etc.

C Fulcrum reception in Light Oak veneer, at

a branch of the Royal British Legion. The
module with inset panel provides enhanced
access for wheelchair users.

D Fulcrum reception in Maple veneer. The

module at the left comprises a lift up flap
with hinged door under. Opening just the
hinged door provides enhanced wheelchair
access: opening the flap as well provides
access for the receptionist in settings where
access is otherwise restricted.

E Fulcrum reception in Beech veneer, comprising
both convex and concave modules.

The Fulcrum reception range offers a very extensive
range of modular components that may be combined
to form desks and counters of almost any shape and
size. Fulcrum offers a choice of nine standard veneer
finishes and five edge profiles.

Fulcrum

For more information on Fulcrum desks please see
the Sven Fulcrum brochure, available on request or
downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A Ambus D-end table on I-frames, in light

E

oak veneer with hinged cable management
flaps. Fulcrum F3 chairs with matching light
oak arms.

B Ambus rectangular table on box bases,

in caramel bamboo with lift-out cable
management tiles in black mirror glass.
Fulcrum F3 chairs with black leather arms.

C Ambus rectangular table on panel bases,
in white MFC.

D Ambus barrel shape table in natural walnut,
with lift-out cable management tiles in
frosted green glass. Matching HiStore wall
storage. Fulcrum F4 chairs.

E Ambus D-end table on pedestal bases in

Cherry veneer. Matching storage. G4 chairs.

Ambus tables are available in a wide choice of veneer
and MFC finishes, and offer a choice of nine base
options and five top shapes in a comprehensive range
of sizes. Optional cable management is offered by way
of hinged flaps or lift out tiles, plus a further selection
of bespoke cable management solutions. Cables may
be neatly routed from the floor through all the bases
(except pedestal bases).

Ambus

For more information on Ambus desks please see
the Sven Ambus brochure, available on request or
downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A Ambus D-end table on I-frames, in light

E

oak veneer with hinged cable management
flaps. Fulcrum F3 chairs with matching light
oak arms.

B Ambus rectangular table on box bases,

in caramel bamboo with lift-out cable
management tiles in black mirror glass.
Fulcrum F3 chairs with black leather arms.

C Ambus rectangular table on panel bases,
in white MFC.

D Ambus barrel shape table in natural walnut,
with lift-out cable management tiles in
frosted green glass. Matching HiStore wall
storage. Fulcrum F4 chairs.

E Ambus D-end table on pedestal bases in

Cherry veneer. Matching storage. G4 chairs.

Ambus tables are available in a wide choice of veneer
and MFC finishes, and offer a choice of nine base
options and five top shapes in a comprehensive range
of sizes. Optional cable management is offered by way
of hinged flaps or lift out tiles, plus a further selection
of bespoke cable management solutions. Cables may
be neatly routed from the floor through all the bases
(except pedestal bases).

Ambus

Bench

For more information on Ambus bench desks please
see the Sven Ambus brochure, available on request
or downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A Ambus D-end table on I-frames, in light

E

oak veneer with hinged cable management
flaps. Fulcrum F3 chairs with matching light
oak arms.

B Ambus rectangular table on box bases,

in caramel bamboo with lift-out cable
management tiles in black mirror glass.
Fulcrum F3 chairs with black leather arms.

C Ambus rectangular table on panel bases,
in white MFC.

D Ambus barrel shape table in natural walnut,
with lift-out cable management tiles in
frosted green glass. Matching HiStore wall
storage. Fulcrum F4 chairs.

E Ambus D-end table on pedestal bases in

Cherry veneer. Matching storage. G4 chairs.

Ambus tables are available in a wide choice of veneer
and MFC finishes, and offer a choice of nine base
options and five top shapes in a comprehensive range
of sizes. Optional cable management is offered by way
of hinged flaps or lift out tiles, plus a further selection
of bespoke cable management solutions. Cables may
be neatly routed from the floor through all the bases
(except pedestal bases).

Brevis

For more information on Brevis desks please see
the Sven Brevis brochure, available on request
or downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A Ambus D-end table on I-frames, in light

E

oak veneer with hinged cable management
flaps. Fulcrum F3 chairs with matching light
oak arms.

B Ambus rectangular table on box bases,

in caramel bamboo with lift-out cable
management tiles in black mirror glass.
Fulcrum F3 chairs with black leather arms.

C Ambus rectangular table on panel bases,
in white MFC.

D Ambus barrel shape table in natural walnut,
with lift-out cable management tiles in
frosted green glass. Matching HiStore wall
storage. Fulcrum F4 chairs.

E Ambus D-end table on pedestal bases in

Cherry veneer. Matching storage. G4 chairs.

Ambus tables are available in a wide choice of veneer
and MFC finishes, and offer a choice of nine base
options and five top shapes in a comprehensive range
of sizes. Optional cable management is offered by way
of hinged flaps or lift out tiles, plus a further selection
of bespoke cable management solutions. Cables may
be neatly routed from the floor through all the bases
(except pedestal bases).

Juice

Bench

For more information on Juice bench desks please
see the Sven Juice brochure, available on request
or downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A X-Range reception in White MFC

E

B Reverse view showing recessed panels that optimise
kneeroom and ease of movement around the desk.

C X-Range reception in Beech MFC
D XRM seating and coffee table.
E X-Range reception showing a combination of convex,
straight and concave modules.

X-Range enables you to create attractive and practical
receptions very cost-effectively, in a choice of three
wood grain MFC finishes and white. XRM seating ideally
complements X-Range reception desks, but may equally
be used with our other reception desk ranges.

X-Range

For more information on X-Range desks please
see the Sven X-Range brochure, available on request
or downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A modern reinterpretation of a classic design, with

B improved comfort and enhanced functionality.
C G4

A very comfortable meeting chair that combines
a flexible, fully-upholstered shell with the integral
spring of a cantilever frame.

D G7

A very comfortable meeting chair that combines a
flexible, fully-upholstered shell mounted on a four
legged frame.

E HB1

The HBB series comprises executive and conference

F seating of the highest quality. The sleek contours of
the seats and backs have been carefully developed
to combine comfort and support and the distinctive
arms incorporate a soft-touch insert.

G G-Series

Four working chairs with accompanying visitors/
meeting chairs, each chair is available in a variety
of configurations . All models have been carefully
designed to combine comfort and style with
exceptional durability.

Seating

Office &
Executive

For more information on Sven seating please
see our Seating brochure, available on request
or downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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A X-Range reception in White MFC

E

B Reverse view showing recessed panels that optimise
kneeroom and ease of movement around the desk.

C X-Range reception in Beech MFC
D XRM seating and coffee table.
E X-Range reception showing a combination of convex,
straight and concave modules.

X-Range enables you to create attractive and practical
receptions very cost-effectively, in a choice of three
wood grain MFC finishes and white. XRM seating ideally
complements X-Range reception desks, but may equally
be used with our other reception desk ranges.

Seating

X-Range
Office

For more information on X-Range seating please
see the Sven X-Range brochure, available on request
or downloadable from sven.co.uk.
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